ARTICLE TOPIC:

The Future of Design in
Banking:
Hear it from the Experts
Moderated by Šimon Kočí, the Head of Partnerships at TapiX, the round-table
discussion aimed to identify the challenges and opportunities in design of
financial services.
The participating panellists were:
• Ricky Lee, CEO and CPO at Sync
• Dilara Neutze, Designer director at Klarna
• Andras Rung, UX strategist and founder of Ergomania
• Robert Brailenau, Product designer at Revolut

Key Takeaways from the Discussion
Main points that were made during the panel discussion can be divided into these
categories:

Targeted audience of your design
1. Design for the generation of your mom and dad and you've done it. Millennials
will come around at the end of the day. Make sure you find your own style, these
days there are a lot of neobanks out there that look identical – you really can’t
build a product without the brand
2. FinTechs always disrupt and target the same people - millennials. They are great
to run a brand and grow but they are also the least loyal audience.
3. If you look at brands like Spotify, people are choosing services because they are
going for the experience. It’s not just the actual function, it’s literally the
experience of using your money

Company DNA
4. Design is an integral part of the company’s DNA.
5. In banking, it is difficult to be quirky. You also need to build trust. We are talking
about money here and there is always a thin line between those. That is why the
brand tone of voice is very important.

The Ideal Designer
6. The proportion of designers in a company is 2% – 3% in challenger banks,
whereas in traditional banks the number is 0.2%. Nowadays, the situation is
evolving and changing. Sometimes less is more (this especially applies in design),
but at some point, you have to go for the necessary headcount.
7. Very important personality traits for a product designer are a drive for growth
and autonomy & willingness to take risks and come up with bold ideas.
8. One of the major problems nowadays is that a lot of young designers lack the
holistic approach and are too niche – they either specialise only on UI or UX. If you
are a designer, you have to embrace the role as a whole.
9. Covid gave an extra level of flexibility to employees and it led to a boost of
creativity but also productivity. At Klarna they’ve always had a good after-work
culture, that immediately shifted into virtual with the pandemic, which helped
employees a lot to be more creative.

FinTech paving the way

10. People still see FinTech as some kind of abstract layer as an addition to
traditional banking.
11. Financial sector is quite challenging and one of the most heavily regulated ones
in comparison to others. This adds another challenge to adapt to market
dynamics
12. Revolut wants to be a one-stop-shop for everything and everyone. The hardest
thing to do is to find the balance between all the types of services you offer, so you
can meet Millennials and other target groups’ financial needs and be able to
provide something for everyone.
13. In Klarna the ultimate goal is for the client to be able to have the complete
overview of their money, to manage and connect everything. All of these daily
needs have to be simple. There is a good potential to expand more if you are
tailored to a broader audience.
14. The traditional banks are not seizing every possibility to work with the
transactional data and provide the ultimate banking experience. There needs to
be some type of synergy. Challenger bank are not here to replace the traditional
ones but to coexist, bring innovations and educate the sector.
15. In 5 to 10 years there will possibly be disruption because Senior Designers from
FinTech will most likely go into traditional banks to share their experience from
FinTech.

